In this paper, we apply the recently developed ab initio renormalized excitonic method (REM) to the excitation energy calculations of various molecular aggregates, through the extension of REM to the time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT). Tested molecular aggregate systems include one-dimensional hydrogen-bonded water chains, ring crystals with π-π stacking or van-der Waals interactions and the general aqueous systems with polar and non-polar solutes. The basis set factor as well as the effect of the exchange-correlation functionals are also investigated. The results indicate that the REM-TDDFT method with suitable basis set and exchange-correlation functionals can give good descriptions of excitation energies and excitation area for lowest electronic excitations in the molecular aggregate systems with economic computational costs. It's shown that the deviations of REM-TDDFT excitation energies from those by standard TDDFT are much less than 0.1 eV and the computational time can be reduced by one order.
I. INTRODUCTION
Molecular aggregates are coupled clusters of small molecules with intermolecular separations typically close to individual molecule size, for example, the biological photosynthetic light harvesting system, the organic semiconductor crystal or the solute dissolved in solvents. Moreover, the ability of converting solar light into electrical or chemical energy in these systems through photosynthesis or photoelectric conversions motivates the study of the electronic excited states of molecular aggregates. However, the theoretical characterization of these properties is often challenging to unravel due to their relatively large scales and complicated environments. Among the current popular quantum chemical methods for calculating electronic excited states, time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT)
is mostly widely used due to the good balance between the accuracy and computational cost [1] [2] [3] . It is well known that standard approximate exchange-correlation functionals used in DFT or TDDFT will underestimate the excitation energies for Rydberg states and chargetransfer states as well as extended π-conjugated systems and weakly interacting molecular aggregates. Such drawbacks are due to the fact that those functionals do not exhibit the correct 1 r asymptotic behavior and can not capture long-range correlation effects. Recent efforts have offered possibilities to account for long-range corrections and dispersion effects by the newly developed exchange-correlation functionals with long-range corrections [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] and/or dispersion corrections [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . However, the applicable system size for excited state quantum chemistry calculation is still limited to a few hundred atoms at the most. Since the N 3−4 scaling (N is the size of system) of the TDDFT 25 , the application of TDDFT to very large systems is still challenging.
In order to reduce the computational scaling in TDDFT, many theoretical approaches light-harvesting complexes in biomolecular assemblies 46 . Recently, based on the fragment LMOs that derived from capped fragments, Liu and co-workers 47 suggested a new linearscaling TDDFT method and successfully applied it to several large conjugated systems.
Considering the weak interactions between the molecular units, using a "divide and conquer" idea to treat the excited states of the aggregated systems may be a worthwhile attempt 51 . In the fragment molecular orbital (FMO) method proposed by Kitaura and Fedorov 52, 53 , the whole system can be divided into small fragments, and the total properties can be well estimated by the corresponding monomers, dimers, etc. Recently, using the FMO scheme, FMOx-TDDFT 54-57 (x means n-body expansion) with analytic gradients have been developed and can give good descriptions for solvated and bio-chemical systems. Mata and Stoll 58 also developed an improved incremental correlation approach for describing the excitation energies, with the inclusion of a dominant natural transition orbitals into selected excited fragment. However, these methods may lose efficiency when dealing with general systems which have multiple or uncertain excited regions.
For general systems, the Frenkel exciton model 59 may be used as an alternative subsystem strategy and this model has been first applied to molecular crystals and subsequently extended to aggregates [60] [61] [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] [68] [69] [70] . In its original form, the Frenkel exciton Hamiltonian describes a weakly interacting ensemble of two-level systems by
where indices i and j label "blocks" (molecules), b + i (b i ) are the creation (annihilation) operators of an excitation on block i, Ω i is the excited-state transition energy of block i, and the general excited state is assumed to be an assembly of various block excitations (both single block excitations and multiple block excitations), and the interactions between adjoined blocks are taken into account through Bloch's effective Hamiltonian theory 74, 75 . The basis set used in CORE or RSRG-EI is similar to that of Frenkel exciton model, but the non-diagonal coupling terms in CORE or RSRG-EI include not only the electrostatic interactions but also the quantum exchange contributions through the super-block calculation and the followed projection of the super-block wave-function onto the blocks' direct product and finally, we summarize and conclude our results in Sec. IV.
II. METHOD
The REM method is a type of fragment-based method. In REM, the whole system can be divided into many blocks (usually tens or hundreds of), as illustrated in Fig. 1 
where N is the total number of block monomers and the I, J means the I-th, J-th blockmonomer, respectively. The corresponding projector (P 0 ) bỹ 
Following with projecting the target states onto model space via projector (P 0 )
Here we can denote the [
How to solve C 0 may be the most complicated part in the ab initio REM strategy, one can refer to the Ref. 78 for detailed illustration. Nevertheless, we should also mention that two excited states are chosen here, as a result of only one excited state is kept in each monomer; if one more excited state were kept in monomer, then four excited states should be appropriate.
3) Once we get the C 0 matrix, usually the orthogonalization process should be applied to C 0 to get a new set of coefficients C, in order to obtain the Hermitian Hamiltonian. Then the expression of dimer-IJ' effective Hamiltonian can be written in the matrix form
where the ε IJ are the two lowest excited states energies of dimer-IJ . And the interactions between monomer-I and monomer-J can be acquired by
Nevertheless, we should mentioned that the dimensions of various effective Hamiltonians are the same, and they are all equivalent to the number of REM basis. Here we take the 
and finally can be solved as the generalized eigenvalue problem,
where the eigenvalues E are the excited state energies, and eigenstates C ef f corresponds to contributions that the excitations occur in every blocks. In order to get the excitation energies, additional step should be applied to subtract the ground state energy with 2-body expansion (E − E 0 ), where
Since the dimension of the H ef f is equivalent to the number of REM basis, which is usually less than one thousand, the Jacobi Method can be used to diagonalize the H ef f of the whole system.
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
We use our own code to implement the REM strategy. 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. 1-D H 2 O chains
The model water molecules as one dimer; fragmentation-B with two water molecules as one monomer, and four water molecules as one dimer. In fragmentation-A, each monomer keeps the ground state and one excited state. The excited state can be S 1 or T 1 , depends on which state you want to calculate (of the whole system). The dimers here keep the lowest S 1 and S 2 (or T 1 and T 2 ) states. In fragmentation-B, the monomers and dimers contain double number of water molecules comparing to those in fragmentation-A, then there monomers keep one more excited state (S 2 or T 2 ), and dimers keep two more excited states (S 3 , S 4 or T 3 , T 4 ). All the electronic structure calculations on various monomers and dimers are also implemented by GAUSSIAN09.
The REM-TDDFT results are summarized in LC-BLYP/6-31+G* and related excitation energy differences between REM-TDDFT and Fig. 4 and some important configurations (excitation components) of S 1 are listed in Table. II. It could be found that, the excitation is mainly from the HOMO (40-th) orbital to various unoccupied orbitals. Combining with the These deviations are larger than those in S 1 states (about 0.01 eV) case. These deviations will turn to small when using larger monomers and dimers. With fragmentation-B, they are wave function in the right part of Fig. 5 . It could be found that our REM-TDDFT gives a normal distribution wave function with the peak in the middle of water chain. This picture agrees well with the full TDDFT calculation.
B. Ring molecular crystals
Now, let's turn to ring molecular crystals. Here we choose H 2 O ring crystals dominated by vdW interacting and C 2 H 4 π-π stacked ring crystals to test. These systems can be seen as simplified systems with periodic boundary conditions. In this part, we also check whether the error is affected by the basis set and the DFT functional. The geometries and the detailed descriptions of these two types of ring crystals are refer to Ref. 84 , water is put anti-parallel and ethylene parallel to each other. The alternating arrangement of waters would be favourable from the dipole-dipole interaction between the water monomers. The inter-water distance is 3.0Å, near the 3.26Å in which the ground state is attractive and has a minimum reflecting on the dipole-dipole interaction 84 . The inter-ethylene distance is 4.5Å, near the 4.90Å in which the inter-ethylene electron transferred state is attractive and has a minimum at around 4.90Å. In this inter-ethylene distance, there are two types of excitations:
one is π → π* excitations within each monomer; the other is electron-transfer type π → π* excitations between monomers 84 . Parts of them are shown in Fig. 7 .
FIG. 6: The geometries of the two types of ring crystals
The long-range corrected functional (LC-BLYP) with three different basis functions (6-31G, 6-31+G* and 6-311++G**) are used here to perform the REM-TDDFT calculations and standard TDDFT. The subsystem TDDFT and standard TDDFT calculations are implemented by GAMESS 80 . The results are listed in Table. IV. In this ter ring systems between REM-TDDFT and standard TDDFT are about 0.06 eV in 6-31G, 0.14 eV in 6-31+G* and 0.11 eV in 6-311++G**, respectively. When using latter fragmentation scheme, those derivations turn to -0.01 eV, -0.06 eV and -0.07 eV, corresponding. It could be found that, no matter what fragmentation scheme is chosen, the errors for the larger basis sets are only slightly larger than the smaller basis sets on the average. The similar tendency can also be found in the ethylene ring systems. In general, the subsystem methods have a somewhat larger errors with extensive basis sets for the excitation energy. This is because the interactions betweens fragments will be enforced in extensive basis sets, such as the exchange-repulsion and charge transfer, however, there the REM-TDDFT method can only recover the interactions from two body level, it isn't enough.
Next, it is also of interest to see if the error is affected by the DFT functional. There we compare the S 1 excitation energies using BLYP, B3LYP with 6-31+G* basis, and also add 13
FIG. 7: The geometries of the two types of ring crystals
the LC-BLYP data in Table. IV. There we also use the two fragmentation schemes as above.
The results are summarized in Table. V. We can find that the REM with long-range corrected functional LC-BLYP give a better description than the pure functional BLYP and the hybrid The results of calculated S 1 excitation energies are listed in Table. VI. It could be found that the performance of REM-TDDFT exists in the 1-column situation: the difference be- Long-range corrected functional (LC-BLYP) with 6-31+G* basis functions are used here.
There we treat one molecular unit as one fragment-monomer, then two molecular units as one fragment-dimer. In this test, we choose all of the benzene-water dimers, and the waterwater dimers with interval less than 3.0Å. Each monomer keeps the ground state S 0 and the first singlet excited state S 1 , each dimer keeps S 0 , S 1 and also the second singlet excited state S 2 . The results of both REM-TDDFT and standard TDDFT of these two solvated systems are listed in Table. VII and Table. VIII, separately.
The results of solvated benzene are listed in Table. The results of solvated acetone are listed in Table. VIII. It could be found that the REM- At last, we briefly introduce the timings for REM-TDDFT method. The time costs of both REM-TDDFT and standard TDDFT calculations for testing systems are listed in from the lower triangular-upper triangular (LU) decomposition 78 , there the time-scale factor can at most up to N e 3 , in practical applications it can be at most reduced to N e 2.37691 . In fact, since REM-TDDFT using a disentanglement way 78, 92 to get the two body interactions, the various interactions extracting from dimers can be easily distribute to many servers, then the time costs can be even lower. In this paper, we extend the ab initio REM method to TDDFT theory and use this approach to calculate electronic excitation energies of various molecular aggregates. It is shown that this approach can not only gives a description of electronic excitation energies, but also provides a qualitative picture where the excitation locates. Since only the subsystems need to be solved in the whole aggregates, the computational costs are reduced remarkably than the TDDFT calculations while losing only little accuracy. Such achievements provide a new promising sub-system methodology for future quantitative studies of large complicated systems such as supramolecules, condensed phase matters.
Test calculations for the one dimensional water molecule chains show that REM-TDDFT method is effective in reproducing the electronic excitation energies of low-lying excited states: the typical deviation is only about 0.030 eV in S 1 or T 1 states, and slight larger for higher excited states. The wave function analysis of REM-TDDFT also gives correct pictures of the excitation behavior in these systems. Furthermore, we test the REM-TDDFT with different basis sets and also various exchange-correlation functionals. We find that the larger basis sets will only slightly affect the final results, but the DFT functionals would significantly influence the stability and accuracy. Here the long-range corrected functionals with appropriate basis sets are recommended for dealing with large molecular aggregates.
The trial test on the 2-D structure like benzene aggregates are also implemented and satisfactory excitation energy accuracies are also observed for them. At last, we turn to two types of aqueous systems to examine our REM-TDDFT's performances for the solutions.
With LC-BLYP functional and 6-31+G* basis sets, our REM-TDDFT method can reproduce the standard TDDFT values quite well, for both of the aqueous systems with polar and non-polar solutes.
The results of REM-TDDFT are acceptable in these molecular aggregate systems, however, if one wants to pursue more accurate results the higher many-body interactions and ESP effects should be introduced. Progress along this direction is being made in our laboratory.
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